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1. Introduction 
If your utility had a combined-cycle (CC) plant built 20 years ago, it is still reasonably 
close to state-of-the-art. However, this not the case with either wind or PV. These 
technologies are advancing quickly enough to where a 20 year old wind turbine or PV 
array is really an antique. 

I know, having lived next to the Altamont Pass, one of the largest wind resource areas in 
the world for over 30 years. The first wind farm was built there in 1981. By 1985 there 
were over 25 wind farms, and by the mid-90s there were over 5,000 turbines in the pass. 

In 2015 NextEra Energy Resources (primary developer in the Altamont) started 
repowering their projects in the Altamont. Whereas many of the old turbines in the 
Altamont were in the 100 kW range, these were being replaced with 2 MW turbines at a 
ratio of one new turbine replacing at approximately 30 old turbines. 

Photovoltaics (PVs) have also made major improvements in technology in the last 20 
years, and repowering older projects is also often justified.  

Read on to understand how repowering older PV and Wind projects are rapidly 
becoming some of the largest segments in the renewable marketplace. 

2. Wind 
Repowering a wind farm can either involve completely replacing the turbines (as with the 
Altamont project described above, called "fully repowering"), or replacing parts of the 
turbines ("partially repowering"). One popular retrofit in the latter case is replacing the 
rotors and blades. Retrofits are used to add value to relatively young turbines. 

In the introduction we described one example of repowering a major wind area, but we 
didn't delve into the reasons for doing this. These are described in the following 
subsections. 

2.1. Reduced Predation 
The Altamont repowering project was partially justified by the number of raptors, other 
birds and bats that were apparently killed by the old turbines. It is estimated that 1,300 
raptors were killed annually, among them 70 golden eagles, which are federally 
protected. 4700 birds may have been killed annually.1 However in researching this I saw 
some indication that the above numbers may have been over-estimates. Adding to this 
suspicion was the fact that all research on this subject (for the Altamont) stopped in 2015 
after most of the smaller turbines were replaced.  

Nevertheless there is no doubt the smaller turbines were much more likely to kill 
birds/bats than the larger turbines, as they generally use lattice towers verses monopole 
towers for larger turbines. The lattice powers provide attractive perching spots for birds 
(especially raptors looking for ground squirrels). Also the small turbines are closer to the 

                                                 
1 Wikipedia Article on Altamont Pass wind farm, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altamont_Pass_wind_farm  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altamont_Pass_wind_farm
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ground and spin much faster than larger turbines. Newer turbines rotate at 10 to 20 
revolutions per minute (rpm) instead of older turbines' 40 to 60 rpm. 

During the repowering planning process, the designers identified predation "hot-spots" in 
the Altamont and avoided siting any of the new turbines in these areas. As a result of 
this and the better design of the larger turbines, the predation problem appears to be 
reasonably mitigated. 

2.2. Better Performance 
The energy capacity factor of the average turbine has jumped from 30 percent in the 
early 2000s to anywhere from 40 to 50 percent now. Also repowering a fleet of turbines 
can increase a fleet's output by 25 percent.2 Much of this improvement has come from 
improved blade design, especially longer blades and variable-pitch blades that can 
produce reasonable amounts of power in a wider range of wind-speeds.  

Blade pitch control is a feature of nearly all large modern horizontal-axis wind turbines. 
While operating, a wind turbine's control system adjusts the blade pitch to keep the rotor 
speed within operating limits as the wind speed changes. Feathering the blades stops 
the rotor during emergency shutdowns, or whenever the wind speed exceeds the 
maximum rated speed.  

Variable-speed gear boxes have also contributed to wider-wind-speed productivity. The 
rotor can be connected to the grid at low speeds in very light winds and speed-up in 
proportion to wind speed. As rated power is approached, and is being produced, the 
rotor will revert to nearly constant speed operation, with the blades being pitched as 
necessary to regulate power. The important differences between variable speed 
operation, as employed in modern large wind turbines and the older conventional fixed 
speed operation are: 

 Variable speed operation when used below rated power can enable increased 
energy capture; and 

 Variable speed capability when used at or above rated power can substantially 
relieve loads, ease pitch system duty and reduce output power variability.3 

2.3. Production Tax Credit 
This credit applies to wind facilities commencing construction by December 31, 2019. 
This also applies to many repowering projects. See the reference at the end of this 
paragraph for additional details. The value of the credit for wind stepped down in 2017, 
2018 and 2019. For wind facilities commencing construction in 2019, the PTC amount is 
reduced by 60%. The tax credit amount is $0.015 per kWh in 1993 dollars for some 
technologies and half of that amount for others.4  

                                                 
2 Lyndsey Gilpin, Inside Climate News, "Aging Wind Farms Are Repowering with Longer Blades, More 

Efficient Turbines", March 28, 2018, https://insideclimatenews.org/news/27032018/wind-power-blades-

capacity-clean-energy-technology-jobs-ge-siemens-leeward-midamerican-repowering  
3 Wind Energy, "Variable Speed Versus Fixed Speed", 

http://easywindenergy.blogspot.com/2013/02/variable-speed-versus-fixed-speed.html  
4 U.S. Department of Energy, Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit (PTC), 

https://www.energy.gov/savings/renewable-electricity-production-tax-credit-ptc  

https://insideclimatenews.org/news/27032018/wind-power-blades-capacity-clean-energy-technology-jobs-ge-siemens-leeward-midamerican-repowering
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/27032018/wind-power-blades-capacity-clean-energy-technology-jobs-ge-siemens-leeward-midamerican-repowering
http://easywindenergy.blogspot.com/2013/02/variable-speed-versus-fixed-speed.html
https://www.energy.gov/savings/renewable-electricity-production-tax-credit-ptc
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2.4. Improved Reliability and Lower Maintenance Costs 
As wind turbines age they become less reliable, and replacement parts become more 
expensive and difficult to acquire. Manufacturers’ warranty periods typically last between 
eight and 20 years, and thus older turbines will fall out of warranty at some point, further 
increasing maintenance costs. Newer turbines have lower maintenance costs and less-
frequent maintenance. Also manufacturers of these turbines offer attractive maintenance 
contracts, maintenance personnel, training and other maintenance support collateral. 
These services are focused on the latest products. 

2.5. Optimization of Operations 
Existing wind-resource areas have many years to decades of operational data, and 
developed strategies for obtaining the best value from projects given the wind-patterns in 
these areas. Greenfield projects will only have a limited amount of historical information 
on wind-patterns and thus siting, operation and strategies may not be initially optimal 
given future wind patterns. 

2.6. Improving the Energy Yield of the Best Sites 
Many of the oldest wind farms used the best wind-energy sites. Replacing older turbines 
on these sites with better-performing turbines improves the yield from each of these sites 
and also improves overall fleet performance since these tend to be the best sites. 

2.7. Timeline 
As of 2016 only about 3,371 MW (5%) of a total 74,813 MW of wind capacity was older 
than 15 years (see chart below).5 Adjusting to 2019, still only about 8,000 MW (10%) are 
15 years or older. Thus the repowering market will grow dramatically in future years. 

 

                                                 
5 Lee Buchsbaum and Sonal Patel, Power, "Wind Turbine Repowering Is on the Horizon", 11/01/2016, 

https://www.powermag.com/wind-turbine-repowering-horizon/?pagenum=1  

https://www.powermag.com/wind-turbine-repowering-horizon/?pagenum=1
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In 2017, the U.S. wind industry completed 15 partial repowering projects totaling 2,136 
megawatts, according to the American Wind Energy Association. (To put that in 
perspective, the entire U.S. wind industry added about 7,000 megawatts of wind power 
capacity in 2017.)2 

3. Photovoltaics 
A wind farm is basically an assembly of electro-mechanical devices (turbines) tied to the 
grid using a medium-voltage network and (optionally) a medium-voltage to high-voltage 
substation. A Photovoltaic (PV) project is an assembly of light-to-electrical-energy 
converters (PV panels) with optional electro-mechanical devices (trackers), power 
electronics (invertors and DC/DC converters) tied to the grid using medium-voltage 
network and (optionally) a medium-voltage to high-voltage substation. 

The above are two very different types of systems, thus some of the justifications for 
repowering are the same, and some different. 

In the first subsection below we will cover the two types of repowering projects, and in 
the second subsection factors that might contribute to a decision to repower a project 

3.1. Two Types of Repowering Projects 
Once a solar project is (initially) completed it should last for 20 to 25 years with little 
maintenance other than periodically cleaning the panels. Module efficiency drops off no 
more than 0.2% to 0.3% a year. However, if mistakes (or selections of faulty 
components) are made in the design or implementation of a project, at some point down 
the road (before the normal end of life) major anomalies may be found. These are 
generally referred to as distressed projects, and will probably need partial repowering to 
correct the issue(s). Common issues include: 

 Durability / degradation issues with the panels 

 Durability / extensive maintenance issues with the inverters 

 Durability issues with the mounting system. 

Repowering a distressed project should be substantially less expensive than a full 
implementation, and allow the project to complete its expected lifetime. 

"Fully repowering" may be justified when a PV project approaches its end-of-life. 
However a thorough financial evaluation should be performed to identify the optimum 
decision. This should include 

 Each of the components in a project should be evaluated to identify whether 
these are likely to fail, require extensive maintenance, or contribute to significant 
loss of performance anytime soon. 

 The property on which the project is sited should be evaluated: 

o If leased, determine the likely cost to extend the lease 

o If owned. determine the yield to restore and sell the property 

 The likely increased financial yield if the project is repowered (next subsection) 
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3.2. Factors Contributing to Repower Decision 
The following factors might contribute to a decision to fully repower a PV project. This 
repowering might be implemented as one project, or incrementally over time. 

3.2.1. Higher Performance Panels 

It is likely that any project that is over 10 years old used PV panels that have 
substantially lower efficiency than the latest current designs. See the chart below. 6 

 

Note that commercial-scale is probably a reasonable proxy for utility-scale in this time 
frame. The latest PERC module designs have efficiencies of over 20%. Note that for a 
thorough review of design considerations in this and the following subsections, see the 
paper posted through the link below, section 2.1. 

https://www.energycentral.com/c/cp/photovoltaic-plus-storage-%E2%80%93-part-1-
technology  

3.2.2. Higher Voltage Architecture 

There has been a trend towards higher string voltages, which reduce losses. 

3.2.3. Advanced Racking System / Trackers 

In the earliest PV projects (pre-2010) all components were very expensive as compared 
to today's prices. Thus it was reasonable to maximize the output of these projects by 
(among other things) using trackers. However, when PV components started dropping 
rapidly in price, the use of trackers diminished somewhat, but have been increasing in 
popularity since 2010 (see the chart below).6 

                                                 
6 Ran Fu et al, NREL, "U.S. Solar Photovoltaic System Cost Benchmark: Q1 2017", Technical Report 

NREL/TP-6A20-68925, September 2017, https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/68925.pdf  

https://www.energycentral.com/c/cp/photovoltaic-plus-storage-%E2%80%93-part-1-technology
https://www.energycentral.com/c/cp/photovoltaic-plus-storage-%E2%80%93-part-1-technology
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/68925.pdf
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3.2.4. DC-Coupled Storage 

Adding storage to a PV project enables a substantial reduction in its variability, and 
allows it to provide power well into the late-afternoon to early-evening peak. The most 
efficient way to do this is by using DC-coupled storage. See the above-linked earlier post 
(Photovoltaic plus Storage), section 2.3. 

3.2.5. Better Monitoring and Control 

Earlier PV projects had very limited monitoring and control capabilities. Current 
components allow extensive capabilities for these functions, and thus the ability to 
monitor and optimize operation in real-time. 


